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RESTRICnON OF POINCARE'S OP:£RA'lOR
AND BOUNDEDNESS .OF INTEGRABLE' FORMs.

'. I

By SANG. MOON KIM

ABSTRACT. We shall consider an operator which is a reStriction of the
Poincare's operator' but still the operator gives all of' the 'iIitegrable forms in
SOme cases. As an application of this operator, we inveStigate the conjecture
that integrable forms are bounded and the inclusion of' integrable lorms into
the bounded forms is continuous.

Let .d= {z: Iz l<I} be the unit disk of the complex plane. Then the set
of conformal automorphisms of .d forms a group. Let G be a discontinuous
subgroup of the automorphism group .of~, then it is called as a Fucshian
group. Let iI.(z)=(I-lzI2), then (A(z)-lldzl) is called as the Poincare'
metric on.d. Let w be.a simply Connected set in.d .that satisfies ~= U{A
(w) :AEG}, A(w) and B(w) has no common part for different elements
A and B in G. It is well known that every Fucshian group G has such a
set wand we call w a fundamental domain of the gr~up G.

For the details of the fundamental .domain and FucsImin' group consult
[3J. ',' .

Let G be a' Fucshian group on ~, f.or A in G let A' (z) be the derivatio~

of the complex function A(z) an~ q~2 be a fixed intege~..
A measurable G-automorphic form of weight (-Zq) is ameasurable func-

tion on L1 which satisfies .

,u(A(z))A'(z)q=,u(z) for all A in G•.

A measurable G-alitomorphic form ,u is called integrable if

(1) 1,uI=f}(z)2-
g
l,u(z) ldxdy<oo,

and it is called a bounded form if

(2) l,ul =suPlil.(z)-q fI.(z) 1<00.
ze.. .. ,

Let L""(q,G) be the set of all measurable ~automorphic forms on L1
which 'Satisfies (2). Then L""(q, G) is a Banach space with the norm' given
by (2). Let L (q, G) be the set of all integrable automorphic forms on L1 which
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satiSfy the condition (1). Then it is also a Banach space with the given
norm.

All analytic functions in L (q, G) and L'" (q, G) form closed subspaces
which we shall denote by A(q~G) and B(q,G), respectively. For a measu
rable function p. on.d, let

(fip.) (z) = (2q-l)'1t1- 1t .((C)2-2qK(z, C)9p. (C)dxdy

where k(z, C) =[,.(1-Z02J-l.
Then it is known {J to be a bounded projection of L (q, G) onto A (q, G)
and LOO(q,G) onto B(q,G). We shall denote the triv.ial group by 1. For an
analytic function 4> in A(q, I), one defines the Poincare's operator () as the
following:

(OrjJ) (z)A~(A(z»A'(z)9.

The operator 8 maps A (q, I) onto A (q, G) and it is a bounded linear map.
Let XTD be the eharacteristic function of the fundamental domain w and let
R be the space. of all analytic functions f on 'W which satisfy

$)f(z) l.:t(z)2-,dztly <~.

Then R forms a Banach space with the above norm.

LEMMA 1. For any 4>ER, let E be the extension of 4> on .d by the require
ment rjJ(A(z»A'(z)'=4>(z). Then (JoE maps R boundedly onto A(q, G) and it
satisfies ((JoE) (X.·g) =g for g in A{q, G).

Proof. By the definition of E it is clear that E(rjJ) is a G-integrable form.
Hence (JoE maps R into A(q, G). On the other hand, if g is an element of
A(q,G), then ITDK is contained in R. Since E(XTDK) is gand {J is the identity
operator on the analytic forms, we conclude the desired results.

Now define the bounded map X on L (q, I) by

(xf) (z) = (x.·f) (z) for f in L(q, I).

Since R is a subspace of L(q, I), one observe that the composition map
floEox maps L(q,1) to A(q, G) and it is a surjection. We shall use the
notation a for the map (J0IoE.

LEMMA 2. The map a is a bot/,nded operator 'Which maps L(q,I) onto A(q, G).

We note that for any element rjJ in A(q,G), both a and the operator (J

maps XuIP to ,p. In [3J, Kra considered a on B{q, I) and observed that it
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maps the space onto B(q,G).
In the following we investigate the operator a and as an application we

examine the conjecture that the integrable forms·are bounded. If the dime
nsion of integrable forms A (q, G) is finite the conjecture is well known
and for the infinite case Lehner gives. partial solution, see [2J, [3J or [1].

PROPOSITION 1. The map a is a bounded operator which maps A (q, 1) into
A(q, G) and has the following properties;

(i) the range of a is dense in A (q, G) ,
(ii) if the range of a is closed, then the inclusion of. A(q, G) into B(q, G)

is continuous, and
(iii) if A (q, G) has a finite dimension, then a is a surjection 0/ A (q, I)

onto A (q, G).

Proof. It is known that the polynomials are dense iti the space of inte
grable forms for trivial group. For the proof of this theorem we need the
polynomial density in the case q<l on simply~ domain (see [2J or
[lJ) . Applying the above fact to w, we conclude that the polynomials are
also dense in R. Since A(q,1) contains all polynomials and {JoE maps R
onto A (q, G), . it is clear that the image of a is dense. For the proof (ii),
consider the map fi on L(q,I). Let if> be an element of L(q,I). Then the
norm of fi(if» in L""(q,/) is given by sup IA(Z)-'{J(if» (z) I. We can esti
mate the norm by the following equation:

IA(z) -'fj(ifJ) (z) 1= (2q-1)'f'-lS/(z) -'A(C)2-2'K(z, C)',u(~)~xdY

= I (2q-1)n'-1 f}(Z)-'A,(C)-'K(z, C) '[A (C) 2-2',u(C)Jdxdy.

Since IA(Z)-lA(C)-lK(z,C) I~4, we have ifj(~) 1~4'c'lIifJlI for some constant
c. Hence fi is a bounded map on L(q,1) which maps it into B(q, 1). Since
fi is the identity on- A(q,I), we conclude that A(q,1)cB(q,/). We obse·
rved that a is also defined on B(q, I) and maps it boundedly onto B(q, G).
'Ve have the following diagram; .

B(q, I) --+ B(q, G)

Ii a

A (q, 1)--+ A (q, G)
·a

Since a maps A(q,I) onto a dense subset of.A(q,G), if we assume that the
image is closed then it muSt be a surjection. Let N be the kernel of a on the
integrable forms of the trivial group (A (q, I)). Then we have an isomorphism
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A(q:I)/N onto A(q,G). Since aoi=a, we (,:On-elude that the inclusigJ,l
A (q, G) int~ B (q,~G) must be cpntinuous. Sinc~ the' image of It· i~ dens~'in
the .space of. analytic, integrable forms 'f3f. (;, by an· applicati9n of (ii) we
lmve .(iii).

In the above proof we note that if the dii'n~n~ion of A(q;G)' is finite
then the incJusion- of imegrable f~s into the bounded forms is continuous,
which is well known see ([4J or [3J)~ .._

CoROLLARY 1. If the dimension of analytic integr~ble forms are finite then
the inclusion A(q, G) into B(q, G) -is cOntinuous'. and it can be given by a·i·a-1•

Now we co.n~ider the conjugate map of a and we give some information
about the map fJoX.

THEOREM 2. The following st,atement,s are f!!Jtliv(llent;
(i) a.·mapsA(q, 1) Onto ..a closed s,ubspace OJ A (q, G), ..
(ii) fJox maps B(q, G) ()1lto.a clos~d .subspace of A(q,I), ,and

.(iii). {J0X is· a homeomOrphism.'

. Proof. Let; ~* be the "conjugateniap of ~.' Then for any element :J of
H';'Cq,G) "and,u of L(q,G)'- ~dettne; the: petterson scalar products

• " '. '. ," . l· • :'. . ~... • •

(/1, z;) G=l}({)Z7.2q,wdXdy.

It is weII known tha t ,the above product gives dualities of L(q, G) and
A(q,G) to L<X>(q,G"~ridB(q,G}, resPectively (see [3Jor [1J). Bya simple
calculation we have

.'. . .-\

(3) (f3p, lJ) = (p, fJ1A).

For the details of the above, see, [3J. Using this and the fact that fJ is the
identity on analytic· ··forms, ~e conclude tpat a* (¢). can 'l:;e identified with
the analytic function (fJox) (cp) for any ¢EB(q, <;:). Hence we have the
equivale~ce of (i) and (ii). . . ;.

To establish the equivalence of (iii) and eii), it suffices to prove that
(f3oX) is an injection. We first consider a. as a map of L(q, I) to A(q, G).
Then for any element cpEB(q,'(;)' we see that a*(cp) as an element of
LOO(q,I) has the same norm with cp. Also note that a* is an injection as a
map of B (q, G) into L 00 (q, I). Now restrict the .map on A (q, 1), then the
norm of a* (¢) may decrease but by the identity (3) ,we easily conclude that
still a* is .injective. .

,In the abOv~ prooLwe ~t~ t~t (3~1._ is a< f?ne-to.o~e map.

CoROLLARY 2.': 'The map. f3 0 x is a one-to-one °map of B(iJ, G) into A (q; I) .'
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If the dimen-sion of A (q, G) is finite, then the map is a homeomorphism.
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